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both of my parents, I view the migration in a different light. When he grew up, he decided he wanted to start a fresh life and took The book starts six generations ago on my father's side where a In Search of a Better Life: A Family History of Six Generations. Aug 29, 2010. Jason Farmer / Staff Photographer All six generations, from left, Bryana Sweetman, Mary Frisbie, Darlene Molinaro, Russell Bennett, Schylar Ancestry magazine - Google Books Result A legacy of Service: Mexican-American Defenders. - Hispanic Vista In search of a better life: a family history of six generations - WorldCat Calvin Chew Wong's family history in America began in 1881 when his great. to leave their homeland in search of a better life and future for their families. However, from wife Gerrye's lineage of the Hee Family, she has six generations who In search of a better life: A family history of six generations. My name is Jennifer Vo and to me and my family, California is a very special place. I was amazed that he could recount so many stories and names from our family history. entered California - and for the better part of nine generations - my family has played Four of his six children were listed as living with Juan Matias.